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Ruby Programming... Master It Today! This book will teach you all the basics of Ruby that a

beginner like you should know. In your journey to the bountiful mines of Ruby as a programming

language, you will discover many gems that will give you in depth information thatâ€™s not found

elsewhere in the internet. Hidden gems in the guise of nifty tips will make learning Ruby as

interesting and less-intimidating as possible. In fact, youâ€™ll find the language of this book as

slightly informal but not without giving you well-organized information that are mostly borne out of

experience, enthusiasm, and my love for the language.Share this passion with me as we both

embark on this adventure that will enable us to appreciate the luster of (a) Ruby.Here Is A Preview

Of What Youâ€™ll Learn... Getting Started With Ruby Programming  Getting Your Hands Dirty  Lay

Down Your Tools Let the Digging Begin  Curating Your Ruby Haul Refining Your Rubies  Much,

much more! Download your copy today!
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I recognize that the author tries to build an easy to follow language guide, however it has too many



typos and errors in the example code, and the statements used seem out of context (for instance,

the author doesn't explain where to execute them, wether directly in irb or in a script or loading from

a module). So the final product is that the text is easy to follow and understand, however it has poor

technical quality. If these issues I pointed out were solved, I'd be willing to recommend the

book.Perhaps the author could get some inspiration from other books and even other languages as

well. For instance, ternary operators ("something_to_test ? do_this_if_true : do_this_if_false") are

not - at all! - exclusive to Ruby as the author claims, and the author should test the code blocks he

publishes to ensure that they really work.

It's too short, feels Iike a blog post converted to an ebook.A Google search of Ruby provides a

larger wealth of information. Has some typing/Grammer issues.Doesn't really tell you much.

The book has enough detail to help you understand why, for example, symbols are useful as hash

keys in Ruby, reminding you that objects are mutable so strings could be problematic in some

cases. the core of the language is effectively covered and this book is useful when trying to

understand the defining characteristics of Ruby. It's a good way to start investigating, and handy as

a basic reference

Awesome guide for beginners. Really walked me through all the information in an easy to digest

manner. I was a little about having to learn Ruby in the time I had to do so but this book really got

me up to a level a needed to be at for my job. Very happy!! Would highly recommend.

I have learned about C++ before and I am quite good at it. But I was not able to put my

programming skills into practice for a long time now, so I thought I may need to refresh my

knowledge and update myself about whatâ€™s new in programming. I researched and I learned

about ruby. What made ruby so interesting is that itâ€™s simpler than C++ and I am thinking I may

be able to learn it even without attending a formal class or training.This is my first time dealing with

Ruby programming and this comprehensive guide was just perfect. True to its title it is a crash

course. There is no filler material in this book and every chapter is carefully broken down to give its

reader all the necessary information to be comfortable coding in Ruby. It starts with the basics and

covers html and css coding, once your foundation is laid it continues into working the specifics of

Ruby. There is a lot of information here and if you are just beginning you would definitely want to

take your time in order to comfortable with this type of coding. The book is filled with detailed



explanations of all the terms you will need to know to get comfortable with coding and Ruby. The

discussion of each chapter is laid out in a structured and detailed manner, which is really important

for any tutorial book, neverthelessThis is very helpful book for people.

I was curious to learn programming in a deeper and more comprehensive way and this guide really

helps me. I learned what the code is, how it works, when and where to use it. The language used by

the author is very simple and examples given assist in understanding better and quickly. It is the

long and detailed guide with all points discussed very clearly.

This is a great beginners guide. The book contains detail to offer you some assistance with

understanding why, for instance, images are valuable as hash keys in Ruby, advising you that

questions are variable so strings could be tricky now and again. The book has enough detail to offer

you some assistance with understanding why, for instance, images are helpful as hash keys in

Ruby, advising you that questions are variable so strings could be tricky now and again. the center

of the dialect is viably secured and this book is helpful when attempting to comprehend the

characterizing qualities of Ruby. With this book, you will know each term you utilize. I loved how the

author makes it easy to understand Ruby and its functions and syntax. I learned also how to

execute codes in Ruby.Overall, i definitely recommend this book for beginners.

Ruby is a dynamic, open source programming language with a focus on simplicity and productivity.

It has an elegant syntax that is natural to read and easy to write. But don't be frightened by all these

words that I wrote in a previous sentence. With this book, you will know every term I use. It covers

everything you need to know about this language and can be used by a completely novice

programmer. It starts with a short but a very effective explanation what is Ruby and then you will

know about different terms in programming and how to perform them through Ruby. The information

in the book is written very simply and has small examples for a better understanding. After reading

it, I suppose you definitely will learn how to program.
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